T he cost associated with making decisions based on poor-quality data is quite high. Consequently, the management of data quality and the quality of associated data management processes has become critical for organizations. An important first step in managing data quality is the ability to measure the quality of information products (derived data) based on the quality of the source data and associated processes used to produce the information outputs. We present a methodology to determine two data quality characteristics-accuracy and completeness-that are of critical importance to decision makers. We examine how the quality metrics of source data affect the quality for information outputs produced using the relational algebra operations selection, projection, and Cartesian product. Our methodology is general, and can be used to determine how quality characteristics associated with diverse data sources affect the quality of the derived data.
Introduction
Information systems (IS) are critical to organizations for supporting strategic, tactical, and operational decisions. These systems present a view of the real world for decision making. When this view is not close to reality, the decisions made are inappropriate and can be very costly to the organization. The terms information quality and data quality have been used to characterize mismatches between the view of the world provided by an IS and the true state of the world. The importance of managing the quality of data and derived information has been widely documented in the information economy. Costs associated with poor data quality have been estimated to be as much 8% to 12% of the revenue of a typical organization, and more informally speculated to be 40% to 60% of a service organization's expense (Redman 1998) . Redman (1996) also states that poor data quality "leads to high and unnecessary costs, lowers job satisfaction and breeds organizational mistrust, impacts decision quality, impedes re-engineering, and hinders long-term business strategy" (pp. 3-4) . Organizations continue to be increasingly dependent on data-driven technologies, which makes the importance of managing the quality of data critical.
Whereas there is little dispute regarding the importance of managing the quality of data and IS, only a few organizations have implemented any kind of a process to manage and control data quality. There are two important factors for this. First, implementing such a process can be quite expensive, often involving millions of dollars of software and associated human resources. Second, firms are unable to clearly measure the quality of data and consequently the quality of information derived from the data. Without this ability it becomes difficult, if not impossible, for firms to estimate the cost of poor data to the organization. Consider, for example, a marketing database that is used to mail promotional information to customers. What is the cost to the organization of sending the same mail to customers whose information appears multiple times in their databases? What are the opportunity costs of missing information on prospective customers? What extraneous costs are incurred for mail sent to incorrect addresses? To what degree do poor data affect the results of queries and reports that are used for decision making? To estimate such costs, it must be possible to measure the quality of the data and the derived information.
For the above reasons, the management of data quality and the quality of associated data management processes have been identified as a critical issue for organizations (Ballou et al. 1998, Ballou and Tayi 1999) . These researchers view ISs as analogous to Management Science 50(7), pp. 967-982, © 2004 INFORMS manufacturing systems, and so posit that the quality of the information product should be managed by studying the processing activities and their impact on output quality. An important requirement to operationalize such a framework is that it should be possible to derive the quality of information products based on the operations performed on the source data. That is the focus of our research. Specifically, we develop a methodology to assess the quality of information products based on the quality of the source data and associated processes.
In our analysis, we consider metrics associated with two well-documented data quality attributes: accuracy and completeness. Accuracy is defined as conformity with the real world (Wand and Wang 1996) . Completeness is defined as availability of all relevant data to satisfy the user requirement (Gardyn 1997) . Although many other data quality attributes have been introduced and discussed in the existing literature, these two are the most widely cited. Furthermore, accuracy and completeness can be measured in an objective manner, something that is usually not possible for other quality attributes.
Given the widespread use of the relational data model in practice, we examine quality measures associated with its use. Assessing the accuracy and completeness of the data requires considering various levels of granularity, e.g., cells, tuples, attributes, and relations. In this research, our primary focus is on quality assessments at the relation level for two important reasons. First, users are often provided information in tabular form. Second, the more detailed the granularity, the more expensive it is to measure and represent the quality metrics (Reddy and Wang 1995) . Our methodology, however, is general, and we show how it can be applied in situations where quality metrics are available at the attribute level.
When the underlying database management system is relational, the information product can be derived from one or more tables. In such an environment, a query can be viewed as a sequence of relational algebra operations. For instance, for the marketing database mentioned earlier the retailer might wish to identify young professional females who have purchased clothing made by a particular manufacturer. To provide that information, a table containing demographic data on the target population might need to be joined with a table, or a set of normalized tables, containing transactions data, which in turn might be joined with a table containing data on clothing items. The accuracy and completeness of the derived data are functions of the corresponding quality attributes of the underlying tables and the operations performed on them. In this paper, we are interested in developing output quality metrics for the relational operators selection, projection, and join. The operator join is not a primitive and is equivalent to the application of a Cartesian product operator followed by an appropriate selection operator. For this reason, we specifically derive metrics for the output of the selection, projection, and Cartesian product operators. Our analysis considers the different feasible scenarios for each of these operators.
The contribution of this research is the development of a rigorous methodology to assess the quality characteristics of an information product. Although little formal analysis of this nature has been addressed in previous research, two approaches proposed earlier have influenced our work. Kon et al. (1995) present an error representation schema consisting of three error types: inaccuracy, incompleteness, and mismembership. Importantly, they show these error types to be closed under relational algebra operations. They do not, however, provide a methodology for deriving quality metrics for the output. Reddy and Wang (1995) provide an analysis of the error propagation process when only inaccuracies and mismembers are present. Incompleteness is a critical data quality attribute, in particular for data warehousing applications that draw upon multiple internal and external data sources. For the marketing database considered earlier, it might be possible to obtain data (at comparable costs) for the target market population from three different sources. The accuracy and completeness characteristics of the data from the three sources could be as shown in Table 1 . If we assume that the objective is to reach as many members of the target population as possible, then, even though Source A provides the most accurate data, Source C should be preferred due to its higher reach (which is obtained by the product of the accuracy and completeness parameters).
In our methodology, we consider all three types of data errors (inaccuracy, incompleteness, and mismembership) that form the closed set. Another important distinction between our approach and that of Kon et al. (1995) and Reddy and Wang (1995) is the explicit recognition of the impact of identifiers on the quality metrics of input and output relations. This is important because it enables us to define the data errors without ambiguity (something that is not possible in the existing approaches) and derive the desired metrics in a precise manner. This also enables us to identify the different scenarios that could occur in practice, and to tailor our analysis to account for the differences between these scenarios. In addition to the above works, Motro and Rakov (1997) and Naumann and Freytag (2000) have addressed data quality issues in interesting, although different, contexts. Motro and Rakov present a heuristic method to identify database partitions that have homogeneous quality characteristics, and subsequently use the partition-level quality characteristics to derive the aggregate quality characteristics of the result of a query. They do not consider the role of identifiers, nor do they distinguish between inaccurates or mismembers. Naumann and Freytag examine quality characteristics that result from merging data sources, and do not address the effect of the relational algebra operations.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We describe the different types of errors and associated quality metrics for relations in §2. In §3, we discuss the different scenarios that need to be considered for the selection operator, and derive the quality metrics for the output for each scenario. Quality metrics for the output of projection and Cartesian product operators are presented in § §4 and 5, respectively. Section 6 shows how the proposed methodology is applicable in situations where attribute-level quality metrics are available. Section 7 illustrates how our analysis could be used in a variety of business applications, and concludes with a brief discussion of future research. All proofs are provided in the appendix.
Basic Definitions and Metrics
Consider a relation S that contains tuples captured for a predefined real world entity type. The attribute or set of attributes of the entity that uniquely identify each entity instance is termed as the identifying attribute, or identifier for short.
1 Each tuple in S is either accurate, inaccurate, or a mismember. These terms are formally defined below:
• A tuple is accurate if all of its attribute values are accurate.
• A tuple is inaccurate if it has one or more inaccurate (or null) values for its nonidentifier attributes, and no inaccurate values for its identifier attribute(s).
• A tuple is a mismember if it should not have been captured into S but it is.
A mismembership could be a tuple mistakenly included in the relation. An entity instance whose identifying attribute value has been inaccurately captured in S is also considered a mismember. An inaccuracy in the key attribute does not allow us to 1 We assume that when multiple candidate keys exist, an appropriate identifier has been chosen beforehand based on application specific considerations. The quality profile for a relation is based on the chosen identifier.
unambiguously identify an instance in the real world. For example, if a social security number (SSN) used to identify employees in an organization is inaccurately recorded for an individual, the recorded SSN would identify a different person (who would typically not belong to the organization).
2 A mismember tuple might have inaccurate values in nonidentifier attributes; these are accounted for in our analysis. We denote the set of accurate, inaccurate, and mismember tuples by S A , S I , and S M , respectively. The tuples in S represent the data captured about real world entities. We define as incomplete a fourth category of dataset associated with S.
• A tuple belongs to the incomplete set if it should have been captured into S but it is not.
We denote the set of incomplete tuples of S by S C . To understand the relationship between tuples in S and the underlying entity instances in the real world, we use the notion of a conceptual relation T . Relation T consists of tuples as they should have been captured in S if there were no errors of any kind (i.e., in an ideal world). Tuples in T belong to three categories as follows: T A , the set of instances in T that are correctly captured into S and thus remain accurate; T I , the set of instances in T that are captured into S, and one or more of their nonidentifying attribute values are inaccurate or null; and T C , the set of instances in T that have not been captured into S and therefore form the incomplete dataset for S. Each instance in T A corresponds to an instance in S A . Similarly, instances in T I and T C correspond to instances in S I and S C , respectively. Instances in S M do not have corresponding instances in T .
Relation-Level Metrics
Based on the above definitions, we define the following quality metrics for a relation S. S , S A , S I , S M , and S C denote the cardinalities of the sets S, S A , S I , S M , and S C , respectively.
• Accuracy of S, measured as S = S A / S , is the probability that a tuple in S accurately represents an entity in the real world.
• Inaccuracy of S, measured as S = S I / S , is the probability that a tuple in S is inaccurate.
• Mismembership of S, measured as S = S M / S , is the probability that a tuple in S is a mismember.
Because S A , S I , and S M constitute S, we have 0 ≤ S , S S ≤ 1, and S + S + S = 1. • Incompleteness of S, measured as
In the unlikely event that the inaccurately recorded SSN identified another employee in the same organization, it would have been flagged during data entry as a duplicate and corrected at that time. is the probability that an entity instance in the real world is not captured in S.
The following example about an entity type customer illustrates these metrics. Table 2 shows the data stored in the customer table S, and Table 3 shows the incomplete data for S. The attribute set {First Name, Last Name} forms the identifier for S. The Tuple Status column in Table 2 indicates whether a tuple is accurate (A), inaccurate (I), or a mismember (M). Cells in S that are set in bold type contain inaccurate values, and the row set in bold type is a mismember. Table 4 describes errors in S, and Table 5 provides the quality measures.
To determine the actual values of these metrics, each individual tuple in S needs to be examined for its error status and all incomplete tuples have to be identified. This, however, could be a difficult and costly task when the number of tuples in S is large. Appropriate statistical sampling methods can be deployed to estimate these metrics. If error generating processes are skewed, then stratified sampling techniques can be deployed (Cochran 1953, pp. 65-66) . Furthermore, if errors detected during sampling are corrected in the database, the estimates would have to be adjusted accordingly (Moffat 1987, pp. 100-101) . Estimating S S , and S is generally straightforward. To estimate S , it is necessary to obtain a sample of the real world entity instances and then verify what proportion is represented in the database (Motro and Rakov 1997) .
When a table is empty, the above expressions for accuracy, inaccuracy, and mismembership no longer apply. For such a situation, we define S = 1, S = 0, and S = 0. These definitions are consistent with the semantics of the metrics both when the conceptual table is empty and when it is not. The expression for incompleteness remains valid, and implies that when Table 3 Incomplete Set S C the corresponding conceptual table is empty, S = 0, otherwise S = 1.
Attribute-Level Metrics
To assess the quality metrics of derived relations based on the quality profile for the input relation, we need to estimate quality metrics at the attribute level for some of the relational operations. Let K S and Q S be the set of identifier and nonidentifier attributes of S. Furthermore, let k S and q S be the number of identifier and nonidentifier attributes, respectively. We make the following assumptions regarding the quality metrics for attributes of S.
Assumption 1. Error probabilities for identifier (nonidentifier) attributes are identically distributed. Error probabilities for all attributes are independent of each other.
Assumption 2. The probability of an error occurring in a nonidentifier attribute of a mismember tuple is the same as the probability of such an error in any other tuple.
These are reasonable assumptions when quality metrics are defined at the level of a relation.
Proposition 1. Identifier attributes in S have an accuracy of (
S + S 1/k S . Nonidentifier attributes in S have an accuracy of = S / S + S 1/q s .
(All proofs are provided in the appendix.)
In §6, we show how when attribute-level metrics are already available, Assumption 1 can be relaxed to derive the quality profiles for the output of the relational algebra operations.
Output Metrics for the Selection Operation
We separately consider the following cases as they lead to different quality metrics for the output. Case 1. The selection condition is applied to an identifier attribute of S.
Case 2. The selection condition is applied to a nonidentifier attribute of S.
For each case, two subcases need to be examined: (a) condition is an inequality (i.e., contains < or >), and (b) condition is an equality (i.e., contains =). There are some subtle yet important differences between cases (a) and (b), and although the analyses for these cases are qualitatively similar, they lead to different results. Before analyzing these cases, we present some basic notation and assumptions that apply to all of them.
Based on the selection operation, tuples in the result (say, R) can be classified as belonging to one of the following subsets: tuples in S A that satisfy the selection condition (R S A ); tuples in S I that satisfy the selection condition (R S I ); and tuples in S M that satisfy the selection condition (R S M ). The incomplete dataset (R S C ) associated with R is viewed to contain tuples from S C that would have satisfied the selection condition. In some situations, tuples in R S I are not guaranteed to be inaccurate, as we elaborate below.
We define a conceptual relation (denoted by U ) that is obtained by applying the selection condition to the conceptual relation T , i.e., U = f T . U j denotes instances in T j that satisfy the selection condition for j = A, I, and C. Figure 1 shows the mapping between the subsets of the conceptual and stored and relations. We make two assumptions that are widely applicable.
Assumption 3. Each true attribute value of an entity instance is a random (not necessarily uniformly distributed) realization from an appropriate underlying domain.

Figure 1
Mapping Subsets Between the Conceptual and Physical Relations
This implies that, without explicitly examining the attribute values, the probability that an arbitrary entity instance satisfies the selection condition is equal to the proportion of the entity instances that satisfy the condition (i.e., each instance in T has an equal likelihood of being selected into U ). It follows that
Assumption 4. The occurrences of errors in S are not systematic (or, if 
they are systematic, the cause of the errors is unknown).
This implies that the inaccurate attribute values stored in S are also random realizations of the underlying domains, which means that a priori the probability of a tuple satisfying the selection condition is the same regardless of whether it belongs to S A , S I , S M , or S C . This probability is equal to the probability that an arbitrary entity instance in the real world matches the selection condition. Therefore, each tuple in S has an equal likelihood of being selected into R, and this likelihood is the same as that for an instance in T to be selected into U . We then have
Hereafter, we refer to Assumptions 3 and 4 as the selectivity assumptions. We should point out that the above assumptions do not imply that the values of the attributes are uniformly distributed; rather, we assume that the probability of occurrence of any particular value is not changed by the underlying error generation processes (otherwise the error generating process would be systematic in nature). If occurrences of some types of errors are systematic and detectable, we assume the causes of errors would be rectified.
Case 1: Condition Applied to an Identifier
Attribute of S First, we consider the inequality condition. To illustrate this scenario, we use the relations S and S C as shown in Tables 2 and 3 . Consider a query to retrieve tuples on customers whose last names start with a letter that evaluates to greater than "C," i.e., R = substr Last Name 1 1 >"C" S . R and R C are shown in Tables 6 and 7 , respectively. R A , R I , and R M refer to accurate, inaccurate, and mismember subsets of R.
After query execution, all accurate tuples satisfying the selection condition remain accurate in R. Similarly, all selected inaccurate and mismember tuples continue to be inaccurate and mismember in R, respectively. Tuples belonging to the incomplete dataset S C that would have satisfied the selection condition (such as the tuple for customer "Angela Hale") now become part of R C , the incomplete set for R. Therefore, there is no change in the tuple status for the selected tuples, and R A , R I , R M , and R C are identical to R S A , R S I , R S M , and R S C .
Proposition 2. For an inequality query on an identifying attribute, the quality profile for
The result of Proposition 2 is easily explained because the same proportion of tuples is selected from each subset, and the selected tuples do not change status. When R is empty, R = 1 and R = R = R = 0.
Proposition 3. For an equality query on a singleton identifier, the quality profile for R R = , is R = S , R = S , R = S , and R = 0. When R is empty, R = 1 and R = R = 0. To estimate R we have to calculate the probability that the requested tuple is part of S C . This can be determined based on the cardinality of the domain D of the identifier attribute. Assuming all values of that attribute are equally likely to occur, we have
If the domain is very large relative to the sizes of both S and S C , then R will be close to zero. The analysis for the result of an equality query on an attribute of a composite identifier is identical to that for the inequality condition.
Case 2a: Condition Is an Inequality Applied
to a Nonidentifier Attribute In this case, when inaccurate tuples are selected they are not guaranteed to be inaccurate in the result and might become mismembers. Furthermore, when inaccurate tuples are deselected they might become part of the incomplete dataset for the result. The procedure to derive the quality metrics has to account for such reclassifications of selected and deselected tuples.
To illustrate, we consider a query to retrieve from S tuples of those customers whose date of birth evaluates to greater than "01-01-78," i.e., R = DOB>"01-01-78" S . R and R C for this query are shown in Tables 8 and 9 , respectively.
The accurate and mismember tuples keep their status as accurate and mismember when selected into R (as in Case 1). However, as illustrated in the above example, the status of an inaccurate tuple can change when it is selected or deselected because of this operation. The tuples in S I belong to two types:
(i) Tuples with an accurate value for the conditioned attribute (DOB in our example). We denote this set by S I .
(ii) Tuples with an inaccurate value for the conditioned attribute. We denote this set by S I .
Tuples in S I that satisfy the selection condition remain inaccurate in R because of inaccurate values in attributes other than the conditioned attribute. We refer to the set of such tuples in R by R I S I . There are three kinds of tuples in S I that need to be carefully examined.
3 First are tuples for which both the true value as well as the recorded inaccurate value for their conditioned attribute satisfy the selection condition. These tuples should have been selected and are indeed selected; they continue to be inaccurate in R. We refer to the set of such tuples in R by R I S I , e.g., the tuple for "Georgia Campbell" in Table 8 . Second are tuples for which the true value for their conditioned attribute satisfies the selection condition but the recorded inaccurate value does not. These tuples should have been selected into R but they are not, and, therefore, they become part of R C . These tuples are viewed as Type I errors in R C , and the set of such tuples are termed R C S I , e.g., the tuple for "Barbara Boyce" in Table 9 . Third are tuples for which the true value for their conditioned attribute does not satisfy the selection condition but the recorded inaccurate value does. These tuples should not have been selected into R but they are; therefore, they become mismembers in R. These tuples are viewed as Type II errors in R, and the set of such tuples are termed R M S I , e.g., the tuple for "Sarah Johnson" in Table 8 . As in Case 1, mismember tuples in S that satisfy the selection condition remain mismembers in R. We refer to the set of such tuples as R M S M . Furthermore, tuples in the incomplete dataset S C that would have been selected if they were included in S also belong to R C (as in Case 1). We refer to the set of such tuples in R C as R C S C .
Based on the above discussion, we have Figure 2 shows the relationship between the tuple subsets of S and R. We need to estimate the various components in R in terms of known parameters. The estimates for R M S M and R C S C are obtained using the selectivity assumptions discussed earlier, and are
To estimate the other components of R, we first estimate S I and S I . The estimated number of tuples in S A ∪ S I that have an accurate value for the conditioned attribute is given by ( S A + S I · . From Proposition 1, we have
Because each instance in S I is selected into R with probability R / S , R I S I = S I · R / S . We have S I = S I − S I = S I + S I 1 − . To estimate the sizes of the three components of S I that contribute to R and R C , consider S I as consisting of two disjoint subsets S I Y and S I N . S I Y includes tuples in S I that, Table 9 Incomplete Dataset R C for Example Query for Selection Case 2a 
Furthermore, S I Y and S I N comprise two subsets each, as defined below:
S I YS tuples in S I that should have been selected into R and they are selected.
S I YN tuples in S I that should have been selected into R but they are not selected (Type I error).
S I NS tuples in S I that should not have been selected into R but they are selected (Type II error).
S I NN tuples in S I that should not have been selected into R and they are not selected.
From the above definitions, it is easy to see the following identities: R I S I = S I YS , R C S I = S I YN , and R M S I = S I NS . Although all tuples in S I Y would have been selected if their conditioned attribute values were accurately recorded, due to their inaccurate attribute values they are now only as likely to be selected as any arbitrary tuple in S. Therefore
In contrast to tuples in S I YS , S I NS consists of those tuples in S I N that are selected because of their inaccurate values in the conditioned attribute. Although none of the tuples in S I N would have been selected if they were accurate, due to their inaccurate attribute values they are now as likely to be selected as any arbitrary tuple in S. We then have 
We find that, whereas the accuracy for the output is the same as that for the input, inaccuracy goes down and both mismembers and incompletes go up for the output. When R is empty, R = 1 and
Case 2b: Condition Is an Equality Applied to
a Nonidentifier Attribute The important difference between this case and Case 2a is that tuples from S I that are selected into R are guaranteed to be mismembers. This is because if a tuple were to satisfy the selection condition when the correct value was recorded in the conditioned attribute (i.e., the tuple belongs to S I Y , then the equality condition ensures that the tuple is not selected if the value in that attribute is inaccurately recorded. Consider a query on table S with the selection condition City = "Los Angeles." If a customer resides in Los Angeles and the city information is incorrectly recorded for that customer, then irrespective of what is recorded, this customer's information will not be selected.
There are some interesting implications of this phenomenon. One, of course, is that the component R I S I (and therefore S I YS is nonexistent and its size can be set to zero. The other implication is that because tuples in S I Y have a probability equal to zero of being selected, the probability of selection of any other random tuple in S is no longer equal to R / S , and is higher. To obtain an estimate of this probability, we need to estimate the number of tuples that cannot be selected. Not only do such tuples appear in S I , but some can also appear in S M . To elaborate, tuples in S M that would have been selected if their correct values were recorded in the conditioning attribute, but instead have an inaccurate value in that field, cannot be selected either. This requires us to investigate the components of S M in a manner analogous to that of S I that we conducted for Case 2a. Tuples in S M are also categorized into two types:
(i) S M : the set of mismember tuples that have an accurate value for the conditioned attribute.
(ii) S M : the set of mismember tuples that have an inaccurate value for the conditioned attribute.
Because the errors in nonidentifier attributes of S M occur in the same proportion as errors in those attributes for the rest of the relation, from Proposition 1 we have Figure 3 shows the relationship between the tuple subsets of S and R.
S I YN and S M YN contain tuples that cannot be selected into R. To estimate the size of the various components of R, we need to estimate the probability that a tuple in the rest of S is selected into R. The total number of tuples that are eligible for selection into R is S − S I YN − S M YN . Consequently, the probability Figure 3 The Mapping Between the Subsets of S and R for Selection Case 2b
If the true values were recorded for the conditioned attribute in S I and S M , then each tuple in these sets would have been selected into R with probability P t ∈ R . The expected values for S I YN and S M YN are therefore S I YN = S I Y = P t ∈ R · S I and S M YN = S M Y = P t ∈ R · S M . We then have
This results in a quadratic equation in terms of P t ∈ R , the roots of which are
where = S / S + S 1/q S . We are able to show that, except in some pathological situations, only one of these roots is a feasible probability measure (Parssian 2002) . Once this probability is calculated, the sizes of the various subsets of R are estimated and the quality profile obtained, as shown below.
Proposition 5. For Case 2b, the quality profile for R, R = , is given by
, when R is empty R = 1 and R = R = R = 0. From Propositions 2, 3, 4, and 5 we see that the quality profile of the output is different when the selection condition is used on an identifying attribute from when it is used on a nonidentifying attribute. Furthermore, it is also different when an equality condition is used instead of an inequality condition. The equality condition on a nonidentifying attribute is particularly relevant for the composite operation equi-join that is widely used in practice.
Output Metrics for the Projection Operation
An important issue to consider here is how to characterize tuples in the result R based on the projected columns and associated values. The projected data correspond to some underlying entity type (simple or composite), and it becomes important to identify those attributes in R that serve to identify instances of this entity. The identifying attributes can be obtained by examining the functional dependencies that exist across the projected attributes. The knowledge of the identifying attributes enables us to characterize the rows in the result appropriately. 4 For instance, the existence of an inaccurate attribute value in R could result in a mismember tuple or it could result in an inaccurate tuple, depending on whether or not the attribute forms part of the identifier of R. Once the identifying attributes of R have been determined, the quality profile is obtained using the attribute-level quality metrics for the identifying and nonidentifying attributes in R.
To illustrate how tuples should be reclassified after the projection operation, consider relation S (Table 10) and its incomplete dataset S C (Table 11 ). The attribute Trans_No is the identifier for S (and for S C . The example relation is not normalized to illustrate how quality metrics for the result can be derived in a general setting; simplifications that result from projection of normalized relations are shown later. The fourth tuple is considered to be inaccurate because the customer's last name is incorrectly recorded as "Boyce" instead of "Campbell."
Now consider a query that retrieves the names and street addresses of all customers in table S (shown in Table 10), i.e., R = Cust_LName Cust_FName Street S . Relation R and its incomplete dataset R C are shown in Tables 12 and 13, respectively. The attribute set {Cust_FName, Cust_LName} form the identifier for R (and for R C , if we assume that they functionally determine the attribute Street. Accurate and mismember tuples in S continue to be accurate and mismember tuples in R, respectively. Each incomplete tuple for S also contributes to an incomplete tuple for R. However, inaccurate tuples in S can change status, and contribute to accurate, inaccurate, mismember, and incomplete datasets in the result. Inaccurate tuples become accurate in R if they have accurate values for all the projected attributes (i.e., all identifier and nonidentifier attributes in R), e.g., the tuple for Trans_No = 5555 becomes accurate in the result, because the Qty attribute (that is inaccurate in S) no longer appears in R. When inaccurate attribute values are included in R, the resulting tuple remains inaccurate if these attributes do not form part of the identifier of R, e.g., the projection obtained for tuple with Trans_No = 3333 that has an incorrect value for the attribute Street. If, however, the attribute is part of the identifier of the result, then the resulting tuple becomes a mismember (e.g., the tuple with Trans_No = 4444 that has an incorrect value for the attribute Cust_LName). When an inaccurate tuple becomes a mismember after being projected, it also contributes to an incomplete tuple in R C . The tuple for customer William Campbell (corresponding to Trans_No = 4444) becomes part of R C . Figure 4 illustrates the mapping between tuples in S and R. The notation S I→A , S I→I , and S I→M refer to those inaccurate tuples in S that become accurate, remain inaccurate, and become mismembers, respectively, in R. Each tuple in S I→M contributes a corresponding Table 12 Projected 
tuple to the incomplete dataset R C ; we denote this contribution by S I→C . As defined in §2.2, k S and q S denote the number of identifier and nonidentifier attributes in S, respectively. We denote by k p and q p the number of identifier and nonidentifier attributes of S that are projected into R. We estimate the sizes of the various subsets of R and of the set R C using the attribute-level quality metrics derived in Proposition 1. These sizes depend on the cardinality of the identifier for the resulting relation, and whether or not these attributes were part of the identifier of the original relation. Let k R and q R denote the number of identifier and nonidentifier attributes of R. We further define the following: k p→K number of projected identifier attributes of S that are part of the identifier for R. q p→K number of projected nonidentifier attributes of S that become part of the identifier for R. k p→Q number of projected identifier attributes of S that become part of nonidentifiers of R. q p→Q number of projected nonidentifier attributes of S that are nonidentifier attributes of R.
The following equalities follow from our definitions:
Proposition 6. The quality profile for R, R = , is given by
R is empty only if S is empty, and in that case R inherits the quality profile of S. When the target table is normalized (e.g., S is in BCNF or higher normal form), two special instances of the general case deserve mention. One is where the entire identifier along with a proper subset of the nonidentifier attributes of S are projected into R. In this case, k p→K = k S , k p→Q = 0 q p→K = 0, and q p→Q ≥ 0. We then have R = S + S q p→Q , R = S + S 1 − q p→Q , R = S , and R = S . The other interesting case is where a proper subset of the identifier along with a proper subset of the nonidentifier attributes of S are projected into R. If S is in BCNF or higher normal form, all projected attributes taken together form the identifier for R and therefore we have no inaccurate tuples in R. In this case k p→K ≥ 0 k p→Q = 0 q p→K ≥ 0, and q p→Q = 0, and we have R = S + S k p→K /k s .
q p→K and R = 0. R and R remain as in the general case.
Output Metrics for the Cartesian Product Operation
To evaluate the quality profile for the Cartesian product R of two specified relations (say S 1 and S 2 , we first need a basis to categorize tuples in R as accurate, inaccurate, and mismember, and to identify tuples that belong to the incomplete dataset of R. To illustrate this, consider two conceptual (true world) relations, T_Customers and T_Products, with entity instances as shown in Tables 14 and 15 , respectively. CustID is the identifier for T_Customers and ProdID is the identifier for T_Products. The Cartesian product of T_Customers and T_Products, denoted by T_CustProd, has the attribute set {CustID, ProdID} as its identifier. Let S_Customers and S_Products be the two realized relations for customers and products, with Tables 16 and 17 . The incomplete dataset S_Customers C consists of tuples for customers with CustID equal to "C3" and "C4." Similarly, S_Products C consists of the tuple for product "P3." The Cartesian product for S_Customers and S_Products (denoted by R_CustProd) is shown in Table 18 . Tuples in R_ CustProd are classified as follows. The tuple identified by the values ("C1", "P2") is accurate because it belongs to T_CustProd and all of its attribute values are accurate. The tuple identified by the values ("C1", "P1") is inaccurate because it belongs to T_CustProd, but contains an inaccurate attribute value. Similarly, tuples identified by ("C2", "P1") and ("C2", "P2") are inaccurate. The tuple identified by the values ("C1", "P4") is a mismember because P4 refers to a mismember product and therefore, a tuple identified by these values does not belong to T_CustProd. Similarly, tuples identified by ("C2", "P4"), ("C5", "P1"), ("C5", "P2"), and ("C5", "P4") are mismembers. The incomplete set is denoted by R_CustProd C and is shown in Table 19 . Tuples in R_CustProd C are of two types: (a) tuples that are products of a tuple from S_Customers C and a tuple from S_Products C , and (b) tuples that are products of an accurate or inaccurate tuple from S_Customers (S_Products) and a tuple from S_Products C (S_Customers C . Formally, let S 1 and S 2 be two relations on which the Cartesian product operation is performed, and let R be the result of the operation. Furthermore, let t 1 be a tuple in S 1 (or S 1C , t 2 be a tuple in S 2 (or S 2C , and t be a tuple in R (or R C . Figure 5 summarizes how tuples should be categorized in R. Note that the concatenation of t 1 ∈ S 1M and t 2 ∈ S 2C , and t 1 ∈ S 1C and t 2 ∈ S 2M , are not meaningful to our analysis because they appear neither in the true world version of R nor in the observed version of R. The cardinality of the accurate, inaccurate, and mismember tuples in R, and the incomplete tuples in R C , are as shown below.
and
, and i indicate the quality profiles of S i , i = 1 2. R , R , R , and R indicate the quality profiles of the Cartesian product R.
Proposition 7. The quality profile for R, R = , is given by
From Proposition 7, we can see that the accuracy of the output of the Cartesian product operator is less than the accuracy of either of the input relations, and that the accuracy can become very low if the participating tables are not of high quality. Incompleteness and mismembership also increase for 
Attribute-Level Quality Metrics
The methodology provided in this paper is general, and can be extended to situations where quality metrics are available at the attribute level. In such situations, the attribute-level metrics do not need to be inferred from the relation-level metrics for base tables; instead, the attribute-level metrics can be used to estimate the relation-level metrics. Assume, for expositional convenience, that there is one identifying attribute and r nonidentifying attributes in the input relation. Let k be the accuracy for the identifier attribute. Inaccurate values for the identifier lead to mismembers, so it follows that k S = 1 − k . The incompleteness of a relation is represented by the set of identifier values associated with entity instances that are missing from the relation; k refers to such incompleteness of the identifier attribute. Let q i be the accuracy for the ith nonidentifier attribute, i = 1 r. The notion of mismembership and incompleteness do not apply to nonidentifier attributes. Then the accuracy, inaccuracy, mismembership, and incompleteness of the relation S are obtained as follows:
Estimates for S A , S I , S M , and S C are easily obtained from the above parameters. We now discuss how the quality profiles for the output of the relational algebra operations selection, projection, and Cartesian product can be derived. First, consider the selection operation applied to the identifier attribute. As illustrated in §3.1, the status of selected tuples do not change in the result, nor do deselected tuples lead to incomplete tuples. Consequently, the quality profiles obtained in §3.1 continue to hold.
Next, consider the selection operation where the condition is an inequality applied to a nonidentifier attribute i. Here, too, the characterization of tuples selected (and deselected) remain exactly as discussed in §3.2. The important difference here is the estimates of the sizes (cardinalities) of the sets S I and S I (i.e., estimates for S I and S I . Tuples in S I have accurate values in the conditioned attribute. It follows that S I = S A + S I · q i − S A and S I = S A + S I · 1 − q i . The proportion of tuples selected from S I can be estimated to be R / S as before, and therefore R I S I = S I · R / S . The estimates for R I S I , R M S I , and R C S I can be also obtained from the estimate of S I in a manner analogous to that described in §3.2, and the quality profile for R derived as was done earlier. The main difference in the expressions for the quality profile of R is that q i replaces in those expressions. The analysis for the selection operation where the condition is an equality applied to a nonidentifier attribute i can be extended in a similar fashion. The tuple characterization remains unchanged from that discussed in §3.3, and so only the estimates for S I , S I , S M , and S M have to be redone and the rest of the analyses follow analogously.
Extending the analysis for projection is also straightforward. Let k R and q R denote the identifier and nonidentifier attributes in R. The mapping between tuples in S and R continue to hold as illustrated in Figure 4 . For example, tuples in R are accurate if all attributes in k R and q R are accurate, and the probability that a tuple is accurate can be obtained by the product of the accuracies of all the attributes present in R. The estimates for inaccuracy, mismembership, and incompleteness can also be obtained analogous to the approach described in §4.
Finally, the tuple characterizations shown in Figure 5 also continue to hold for the Cartesian product operation. The estimates for R A , R I , R M , and R C would be performed in the same manner as described in §5, and the resulting quality profile is identical to the profile derived for R in that section.
Implications, Conclusions, and Future Research
Our analysis can be used in several ways. For example, it is relevant for evaluating accurately the return on investment (ROI) for direct mail campaigns. Consider a campaign designed to target customers above a certain age. The selection operation (selection Case 2a for this example) would be used to obtain the prospective customer records. The quality profile of the selected data would be that given by Proposition 4. Because the result of the selection operator has a higher mismembership than the input data, ignoring the impact of the operation on the quality of the output list would lead to underestimating the proportion of mismembers, and consequently overestimating the response rate and the ROI.
ROI calculations that ignore the data quality effects can be further off the mark when the mailing list is derived from multiple tables. For instance, consider selecting prospective customers for a campaign using in-house customer transaction data along with demographic data purchased from an external vendor. Data from the two tables would need to be joined and then the appropriate selection condition applied to the result of the join. The join requires a Cartesian product operation that would typically lead to an increase in the mismembership of the resulting table as compared to either of the participating relations. The selection operation would further increase the mismembership in the target mailing list. Our analysis for the Cartesian product and the selection operation can be used to estimate the eventual proportion of mismembers in the final mailing list generated, and help provide realistic estimates of the ROI. The estimates for incompleteness provided by our analysis would help determine whether additional data should be purchased from vendors. Our analysis can also be used in data warehousing environments to determine how source data of different quality could impact those information products derived using selection, projection, and Cartesian product operations. Because data warehouses could support multiple such applications, our analysis would be useful in identifying which products will have acceptable quality, and which ones will not. Finally, our results can be implemented on top of a relational database engine that can assist end users to obtain quality profiles of the information they receive. The quality information will allow users to account for the reliability of the information received thereby leading to decisions with better outcomes.
As part of our ongoing research, we are developing quality metrics for the result of the two set theoretic operations union and difference. Both are primitives, and taken together can be used to generate the third widely used set-theoretic operation intersection. These operations are commonly used to consolidate data from different sources, particularly in data warehousing environments. There are several other promising extensions to this research. Currently, we have not considered the variance or any other measure of dispersion for the error types. The use of such measures in addition to the point estimates can prove useful. Domain-specific information on distributions of the different data values could also be incorporated into the analysis. In environments where the quality metrics themselves must be very precise, it might be worthwhile incorporating in the analysis the dependencies between error rates of different attributes. Finally, estimating quality metrics for the result of aggregate operators deserves attention because such operators are widely used in decision support applications. 
Appendix. Proofs of Propositions
, and R C = S C · R / S . Using these identities in the definitions of R , R R , and R it is easily seen that R = S R = S , R = S , and R = S . We show the algebra for R here (the others follow analogously):
Proof of Proposition 3. In this scenario, the output R will contain exactly one tuple. Because the selected tuple will not change status (whether it is accurate, inaccurate, or a mismember), the probability of that row belonging to each type would be the same as that of an arbitrary row in the base table. Furthermore, the selected tuple could not possibly correspond to an entity instance in S C , and therefore R = 0. Proof of Proposition 4. The proof for the accuracy of R is analogous to that in Proposition 2 and is not repeated. The expected number of inaccurate and mismember tuples in R are given by
Substituting R I and R M in R and R gives the desired expressions in (b) and (c). For R C , we have
we have
Substituting for R C / R , R , S I , and in R gives Proof of Proposition 5. The expected number of accurate, inaccurate, and mismember tuples in R are given by R A = S A · P t ∈ R R I = S I · P t ∈ R = S A + S I · − S A · P t ∈ R and
we have S M YN + S I YN = S − R /P t ∈ R . Substituting R A , R I , R M , and the expressions for P t ∈ R and in the definition of R , R , and R gives the desired results. The expected number of incomplete tuples is R C = R C S C + R C S I = S C · P t ∈ R + S I · P t ∈ R From Proposition 1, we know that each projected identifier attribute of S has an accuracy of S + S 1/ks , whereas each projected nonidentifier attribute of S has an accuracy of . The probability that a tuple is accurate in R (i.e., the accuracy of R is therefore given by
Tuples in R are inaccurate if all the identifying attributes in R have accurate values, and at least one of the nonidentifying attributes of R is inaccurate. The size of the inaccurate set of R can therefore be viewed as the difference between the set of tuples with accurate identifying attribute values and the set of accurate tuples. The former, which corresponds to R R + R , is equal to R S + S k p→K /k S · q p→K . It then follows that
Using the equality R = 1 − R − R , the mismembership for R is obtained as R = 1 − S + S k p→K /k S · q p→K . The incomplete dataset R C consists of the two parts: (i) tuples resulting from S C and (ii) the inaccurate tuples in S that become mismembers in R and contribute to R C (i.e., S I→C . Because S I→C = S I→M , we determine S I→C as R M − S M . Noting that R = S , it follows that
Substituting for R C in the definition of
Management Science 50(7), pp. 967-982, © 2004 INFORMS After some algebraic simplification, this yields R = S − S + R 1 − S / 1 − S . Because R = 1 − R − R , we have
Proof of Proposition 7. Using R = S 1 · S 2 and the expressions for R A , R I , R M , and R C in the definitions of R , R , R , and R we have
Also, R C = S 1C · S 2A + S 2I + S 2C · S 1A · S 1I + S 1C · S 2C , and we have
Therefore, we have
